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Rating: 4

Review: See comments in Course Design section

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 4

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

The course content was accurate, well-written and
useful.: Agree

In your opinion, in what ways could the online modules be
improved?:

Overall I found the course was very well balanced between
the different media used i.e. self reading, video. The
knowledge gaps and assessment very a very good way of
determining understanding of the content before progressing
to the next module. The only issue I had was the timing. The
course up front suggests that completion time is 8hrs, this is
probably a bit longer or may be that the participant should
plan for it to take longer when fitted around day to day job
etc. Also the 40mins to do the final assessment seemed
quite short and the last few questions were very rushed as a
result. I should have planned better and completed the
assessment somewhere that I knew there would be no
distractions or interruptions i.e. not at work. Those
comments relate to my own time management but perhaps
more could be done in the course notes to highlight this
need. Otherwise I found the course very informative and well
set up and would definitely recommend. P.s. I got 85% in the
final assessment and would really like to be able to confirm
where I went wrong so that know for future reference.

https://www.complyguru.com


Based on your experience with this course. How
likely are you to recommend online training versus
traditional [classroom] training?:

Very Likely

Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!: See comments in Course Design section

Do you have any other comments or feedback?:
I got 85% in the final assessment and would really
like to be able to confirm where I went wrong so that
know for future reference.


